Book Pallet Delivery 
services online

Book Pallet Delivery services online. 
 Make shipping simple
As your digital freight forwarder, P4D gives you instant access to thousands of efficient pallet delivery services. We offer reliable road, sea and air freight services via our fast quoting digital freight platform, backed up by an experienced customer centric team.

	Pallet delivery to UK, Europe and beyond.
	Compare from a wide range of services
	Flexible payment terms up to 60 days
	Container shipping now available


Speak to an expert
Get your pallet quote here
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Send pallets without the stress:
Get a quote in seconds[image: Pallet Delivery being moved]
At P4D, we are the experts in pallet delivery services – offering the tools you need to get quick, accurate quotes for your requirements. With our quote comparison engine, you can get an instant quote from the world’s top pallet couriers, with specific breakdowns for price and speed.  

We work with the world’s premium couriers to bring you fast and reliable Freight Forwarding services, to ensure you the receive the best service. So, no matter if you’re looking for domestic shipping rates, or an experienced international freight forwarder, we can offer quick and easy online booking – ensuring you get goods where they need to be.

We also provide state-of-the-art tracking on all orders when you book shipment through P4D, giving you more transparency and greater peace of mind than any other pallet courier.
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Booking a smooth pallet delivery. A Step-by-Step Guide:
[image: Booking a pallet delivery online]
Pallet size and weight: Choose from one of our pre defined pallet sizes that fits the dimensions and weight of your goods.

Accurate address details: Ensure you have the complete addresses, including postcodes for both pickup and drop-off locations.

Pallet contents and description: Briefly list of items being shipped on your pallet. Knowing the contents helps us determine appropriate handling and potential restrictions.

Compare rates: P4D researches all pallet delivery companies and provides the most relevant results based on the details provided. We consider factors like lead time, insurance options and tail lift availability.

Booking and payment: Once you've chosen from one of our pallet couriers you can book your shipment online. Simply confirm the details above and make secure payment. Some businesses will be entitled to flexible payment terms.

Preparing for pallet collection: Ensure your pallet is in good condition, free from damage or warping, and can support the weight of your goods. Use adequate strapping and shrink wrap, to prevent shifting or damage during transit and clearly label your pallet with the delivery address, contact information, and any special handling instructions.

Access and Availability:  Ensure the pickup location is easily accessible for our pallet courier's truck on the scheduled date. Any issues please contact us ahead of time so that we can react accordingly.





What different pallet sizes are available?
Full Pallets
[image: Full Pallet Size]The following three restrictions all apply for size, weight and height:

1. Goods must not be bigger than the 1.2m x 1m base

2. Goods must not weigh more than 1000kg

3. Goods must not sit higher than 2.2m including the pallet base

NOTE: Assisted loading is not available for goods in excess of 750kg.

Light Pallets
[image: Light Pallet size]The following three restrictions all apply for size, weight and height:

1. Goods must not be bigger than the 1.2m x 1m base

2. Goods must not weigh more than 750kg

3. Goods must not sit higher than 2.2m including the pallet base

Half Pallets
[image: Half Pallet size]The following three restrictions all apply for size, weight and height:

1. Goods must not be bigger than the 1.2m x 1m base

2. Goods must not weigh more than 500kg

3. Goods must not sit higher than 1.1m including the pallet base


Quarter Pallets
[image: Quarter Pallet size]The following three restrictions all apply for size, weight and height:

1. Goods must not be bigger than the 1.2m x 1m base

2. Goods must not weigh more than 250kg

3. Goods must not sit higher than 0.8m including the pallet base

Mini Pallets
[image: Mini Pallet size]The following three restrictions all apply for size, weight and height:

1. Goods must not be bigger than the 1.2m x 1m base

2. Goods must not weigh more than 150kg

3. Goods must not sit higher than 0.6m including the pallet base

Oversized Pallets
[image: Oversized Pallet size]We also specialise in oversized pallets - where your goods are too big for your pallet base.

1 . Goods can be up to 2.4m in length.

2. Goods can weight up to 1000kg.

3. Goods can be up to 2.2m in height.
Get a bespoke quote:


What is the best pallet courier in the UK?
 P4D has been offering pallet collections from all major UK cities since 2007. During that time, we have become instrumental in meeting the transportation needs of thousands businesses and individuals alike. As businesses across the nation strive to optimise their supply chains, the role of pallet delivery is critical in ensuring businesses can rely on a timely and secure transportation solution. 

P4D partners with the best pallet couriers in the UK, ensuring a robust network, advanced tracking systems, and a commitment to sustainability. We're consistently evaluating our offering, analysing the key UK pallet networks, and offering you the most reliable pallet services available online.

With partner offices across the UK and Ireland (as well as further afield), P4D is well placed to support your domestic shipping needs; whatever the volume, whatever the shipment. 


We pride ourselves on exemplary levels of customer care, guaranteeing that you get the support you need when making a pallet delivery.




From pallet delivery to dedicated full trucks
In the dynamic world of logistics, road freight services play a pivotal role in ensuring the smooth and efficient transportation of goods. To help you understand a little more, these are the three main types:

Pallet Courier: The cornerstone of road freight services, offering a standardised and efficient way to transport goods. Pallets provide a secure and organised method for shipping various products, and their standardised sizes streamline loading and unloading processes. 

Less Than Truckload (LTL): LTL services are tailored for businesses with smaller shipments that do not require the use of an entire truck. This cost-effective option allows multiple shippers to share space in a truck, reducing overall transportation expenses. LTL services are particularly beneficial for businesses with smaller quantities of goods to transport, offering a practical solution for cost-conscious logistics management.

Full Truck Services (FTL): For those with larger shipments or time-sensitive deliveries, dedicated full truck (FTL) services offer an exclusive and direct solution. Unlike shared truck services, FTL ensures that the entire truck is reserved for a single shipment. This guarantees faster transit times, reduced handling, and lower risk of damage, making it an ideal choice for businesses with substantial shipping volumes or high-value goods.
Where can I book International pallet delivery?
P4D's International pallet delivery services enable the transportation of goods across borders, offering a practical solution for businesses engaged in global trade. 

Leveraging established networks and strategic partnerships, these services ensure efficient and secure shipping from origin to destination. P4D's international pallet delivery services provide a standard, organised method for handling diverse products, while our international logistics experts will help you negotiate complex customs procedures and regulations. 

From the UK, international air freight and sea freight services connect businesses to key global trade lanes, streamlining the process and ensuring reliable delivery to destinations worldwide, including:
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Customs clearance for International Pallet Delivery
Specialising in seamless international freight solutions, P4D stands out for its commitment to providing expert customs clearance advice and support, making the import and export process smoother and more efficient for businesses. It can be very difficult when looking for Customs Clearance Agents.

Now more than ever it forms a critical aspect of international trade. The submission of necessary documentation and adherence to complex regulations when shipping goods across borders. P4D's experienced team understands the intricacies of customs procedures both in Europe and beyond.

By leveraging our expertise, we can assist you in preparing and submitting the required documentation, calculating applicable duties and taxes, and navigating the ever-changing landscape of regulations. This not only helps in avoiding potential delays and penalties but also ensures compliance with international laws.

P4D's global network enables us to provide on-the-ground support in key locations, facilitating smoother communication with local customs authorities. Whether you are exporting or importing goods, P4D's UK customs clearance services play a pivotal role in streamlining the entire supply chain.

In a world where efficient cross-border logistics is crucial for business success, P4D stands as a reliable partner, offering the necessary guidance and support to make international trade more accessible and hassle-free. If you’re searching for a customs clearance agent UK, we’re here to help.



Frequently Asked Questions: Pallet Delivery


What pallet couriers do P4D work with?

P4D partners with  most reputable and reliable pallet delivery brands across the UK. From newly recognised UK and International partners like Haulable, to established UK pallet networks Palletline, Palletways and TPN. When you request a quote through P4D, we don't simply offer a one-size-fits-all solution. We leverage our extensive network to find the perfect courier match for your specific needs. Here's how:

We consider the details you provide, including:
Speed: Do you need expedited delivery or a more economical option with standard transit times?
Size and Weight: The dimensions and weight of your pallet shipment are crucial factors.
Location: Origin and destination postcodes or zip codes help us identify couriers with strong coverage in those areas.
Means of Travel (if applicable): Specify any air freight or sea freight requirements if needed.

By analysing this information, we hand-pick the best possible pallet courier from our network. This ensures you receive:
Competitive Rates: We negotiate on your behalf to get you the most cost-effective solution from our trusted partners.
Reliable Service: Our partnered couriers are renowned for their track record of safe and efficient pallet deliveries.
Flexibility: Whether you have specific speed requirements, oversized pallets, or unique needs, we'll find a courier equipped to handle them.

P4D takes the guesswork out of choosing a pallet courier. We provide a streamlined process that connects you with the ideal delivery partner for your specific shipment.






What is Pallet Delivery?

Pallet Delivery is a logistics service that involves the transportation of goods or items placed on pallets from one location to another. A pallet is a flat structure with both a top and bottom deck, providing a stable foundation for securing and transporting goods. Pallet delivery is commonly used for shipping large quantities of goods, bulky items, or heavy machinery, as it allows for the consolidation of multiple items onto a single pallet.
In the pallet delivery process, items are typically loaded onto the pallet, secured in place using straps or shrink wrap, and then transported using various modes of transportation, such as lorries or freight services. Pallets are designed to facilitate the handling and movement of goods using forklifts or pallet trucks, making the loading and unloading processes more efficient.
Pallet delivery services are widely used in both domestic and international shipping. Businesses and manufacturers often opt for pallet delivery when transporting goods in bulk, as it provides a cost-effective and organised method for handling and shipping a large volume of items. The use of pallets also helps to protect goods from damage during transit, as they are securely strapped to the pallet, reducing the risk of shifting or breakage. Overall, pallet delivery is a practical solution for the transportation of heavy or multiple items, streamlining logistics and ensuring the safe and efficient movement of goods. 





Can I track my Pallet Delivery?

Absolutely! P4D provides a robust tracking system for you. Once your pallet is scheduled for collection, we will furnish you with a unique P4D reference number. With this reference number, you can utilize our sophisticated tracking system to monitor the live delivery status of your consignment. 
This system provides real-time updates and information directly from the courier, offering complete transparency throughout the delivery process. Rest assured, you can easily track and stay informed about the progress of your Pallet Delivery with P4D.





Is my pallet insured?

The simple answer is yes! All pallet delivery shipments are insured. How much depends on the weight of the goods you are shipping.
The majority of our pallet operators carry freight under RHA Terms and conditions. The insurance offered is set at a rate of £1.30 per kg. So if the goods you are shipping weigh 1000kg for example, this means your goods will be insured for £1,300.
Please note however, this does not include household goods or 'house moves'. You are still able to send these items but they will not be covered by our standard insurance.
If you wish to extend your liability limits you can contact our sales team and we can offer this on a case by case basis.





How do I send a pallet?

Pallets are used for large, heavy items or a collection of goods that are being shipped together. They support the weight of the item(s) you are sending and are easy to slot into an appropriate shipping vehicle, getting your goods to their destination securely. A forklift is used to lift the pallets onto the transport vehicle 
In order to book a pallet delivery, you must supply your own pallet and wrapping, and make sure the pallet is stable for transportation as the whole pallet will tilt when lifted. We ask that you familiarise yourself with the pallet shipping requirements we document in the pallet shipping FAQs, so that you can be informed of our Terms and Conditions before confirming your booking.
From only £25, you can use our instant quoting tool, to get a quote for UK, European and international pallet deliveries and book straight away. Some international destinations, bulk orders, and business rates will need to be quoted by our sales team, who will use our extensive reach to get you the best price: Get a pallet delivery quote.

Sending Multiple Items
If you're sending a pallet of goods, it's important not to think of them as one item because they’re all on one pallet. Think of them as many items and give each of them the same attention you would if you were sending them separately. You must make sure all the goods on your pallet are individually well protected in line with our packaging requirements to ensure maximum protection during transit.
It’s also important that, when sending a pallet, you ensure no items are hanging over the edge of the pallet or stacked precariously on top of one another. This could cause significant harm to your goods and even result in the courier refusing to accept your pallet delivery if it doesn’t meet necessary packing standards.






How has Brexit impacted pallet deliveries?

As of January 2021, the UK is no longer a member of the European Union, which means that moving pallets between the two zones has changed. This means that you will have to accurately declare additional information on all palletised goods moving between Britain and the EU, ensuring it’s all compliant with new customs regulations, and keep records of goods for up to 6 years!
Without compliance with these terms, you may not be able to send or receive pallets post-Brexit. Alternatively, you could face fines from customs authorities.
In order to move pallets and goods between the UK and EU you will need several key pieces of information:
	A registered EORI number – The Economic Operators Registration and Identification number will allow you to move goods more easily between the UK and EU, and can be obtained via the United Kingdom's government EORI advice website.
	Commodity codes – Understanding your commodity codes will enable you to fill out proper VAT and classification of goods being imported or exported. Find out more here.
	Export licenses for any goods that require one – Check out the entire export process on the UK government export advice website.

There are numerous regulations that pallet forwarders will need to adhere to in the coming months which could impact pallet deliveries. In essence, trade between the EU and UK should remain frictionless, so if you’re looking to send goods to and from the continent, you can be assured that all considerations are being made with our partners. However, if you have any questions or concerns about pallet deliveries in a post-Brexit environment, be sure to speak to our support team.






Could you send pallets during COVID-19?

During the coronavirus pandemic, pallet delivery was considered an essential service, so you are able to send and receive pallets, even during national lockdowns. There were a number of government guidelines for those receiving pallets, such as washing hands regularly and keeping distance from delivery personnel. All of our courier partners adhered to strict COVID-19 guidelines and were able to offer advice and guidance throughout the delivery process. 






Pallet Size Information

At P4D we are haulage specialists and have years of experience in providing our customers with fast, secure and reliable pallet delivery solutions at affordable prices. So you can rest assured that we know what we’re talking about when it comes to pallet sizes. 
Prior to a customer even considering sending a package anywhere we ask that they decide on the pallet size for their consignment, of course if they’re unsure we’ll be more than happy to assist and give our advice.  
We currently offer five standardised pallets including Full, Half, Quarter, Light and Mini. All of these standard pallet sizes share the same dimensions which are 1m in width by 1.2m in length. However they do differ in regards to the size, weight and height of goods that they are capable of carrying. 
With our sophisticated quote comparison engine, you can receive a quote instantly from some of the world’s most renowned couriers, with specific breakdowns for the size of the pallet, its price and the timeframe you can expect it to be delivered within.

Pallet Restrictions
As previously mentioned, there are three restrictions that determine what goods a specific pallet is capable of carrying. These considerations will likely be the biggest deciding factors when it comes to you actually picking what pallet you’d like to transport your packages on. 
It’s important to note that any height measurements need to be taken from the floor to the top of the goods that are being transported as the maximum height includes the pallet base itself.

There are five different standard sizes for pallets: Full, Light, Half, Quarter and Mini.
All of them have the same base size, which is 1m wide by 1.2m deep:
Pallet base size 
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Full Pallets
[image: ]
The following three restrictions all apply for size, weight and height:
1. Goods must not be bigger than the 1.2m x 1m base
2. Goods must not weigh more than 1000kg
3. Goods must not sit higher than 2.2m including the pallet base
NOTE: Assisted loading is not available for goods in excess of 750kg.
 
Light Pallets
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The following three restrictions all apply for size, weight and height:
1. Goods must not be bigger than the 1.2m x 1m base
2. Goods must not weigh more than 750kg
3. Goods must not sit higher than 2.2m including the pallet base
  
Half Pallets
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The following three restrictions all apply for size, weight and height:
1. Goods must not be bigger than the 1.2m x 1m base
2. Goods must not weigh more than 500kg
3. Goods must not sit higher than 1.1m including the pallet base
 
Quarter Pallets
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The following three restrictions all apply for size, weight and height:
1. Goods must not be bigger than the 1.2m x 1m base
2. Goods must not weigh more than 250kg
3. Goods must not sit higher than 0.8m including the pallet base
 
 
Mini Pallets
[image: ]

The following three restrictions all apply for size, weight and height:
1. Goods must not be bigger than the 1.2m x 1m base
2. Goods must not weigh more than 150kg
3. Goods must not sit higher than 0.6m including the pallet base
 
Irregular sized pallets
If you have a non-standard size pallet for UK or international delivery, we can still deliver this for you as hassle-free and efficiently as possible. Speak with a member of our pallet delivery team to discuss your specific requirements, and we’ll make it happen.

Pallet Delivery the P4D Way
Here at P4D we pride ourselves on the fact that we offer some of the world's most foremost pallet delivery services. By choosing to collaborate with us you’ll have unbridled access to our sophisticated quote generator which compiles and compares the prices for the best pallet couriers across the UK and beyond, providing you with a variety of options for the delivery of your goods. Mere moments after using our state-of-the-art quote generator you’ll be able to see which couriers offer the best price for your pallet’s size. 
On top of unlimited use of our quote generator, when you book your pallet delivery through P4D before 11:00 AM GMT you can receive same day pallet collection, so even when time is of the essence we’ll ensure we always deliver. We also offer insurance up to £10,000 on all packages that are delivered by our partners as standard so you’ll be covered even if the worst should happen. And if in the incredibly unlikely circumstances goods were damaged under our and our partner’s tenure, we will work tirelessly to ensure you are adequately reimbursed. 
Here at P4D, each member of the team prides themselves on providing exemplary levels of customer service and care, so when you enlist our help you’re guaranteed to get the support you need when selecting a pallet size for delivery. We’ll handle the calculations, the couriers and if necessary the customs paperwork so that your pallet’s delivery will be as seamless as possible.

Track your Pallet Every Step of the Way
Once you’ve completed your order and received confirmation of delivery, we’ll send you a unique tracking reference, simply enter this combination of letters and numbers into our website and you can check on your pallet’s delivery status. Our advanced tracking system relays the latest information from your chosen courier letting you know exactly how your goods are getting on as they journey from point A to B.
This invaluable information lets you set expectations and inform recipients of progress or any delays, and if you’re the one receiving goods, you’ll know just how long you have to wait before your pallet delivery arrives.







What is pallet wrapping?

What is pallet wrapping? – click to expand
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Your item must be on a pallet and wrapped before the driver arrives. Pallet wrapping (like cling film) secures your goods to the pallet ready for transportation. Please note that wrapping provides little to no protection for your goods, and they must already be well packaged before they go on the pallet. Wrapping simply ensures everything stays together and is contained securely.
What wrap should be used on a pallet?
Wrap for pallet deliveries is often called a range of different things, however, there is a difference between pallet wrap and the other wrapping films that are available on the market. Proper pallet wrap will stretch and pull back in, ensuring all goods are tightly secured for transportation, whereas other wraps will not have this.
When it comes to choosing the right wrap for the job, you want the tightest possible result to make sure nothing shifts in transit. If you’re purchasing wrap specifically for a pallet delivery, it’s always a good idea to choose a high-end supplier with a range of wraps, so you can find the best wrapping solution for your needs.

Pallet and wrap for engines:
If you are shipping an engine and the pallet is shrink wrapped, there must be a hole in the shrink wrap, so that the courier can access the dipstick to check the engine for oil.









Testimonials
What our customers say
My go to freight forwarder
I find P4D have the best range of freight solutions across road, sea and air for my business. Thanks to Steve for his patience and support.
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Brilliant from start to finish
Simple and easy to use. Competitive pricing and helpful customer support. I couldn't ask for more.
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Booking was easy!
Booking was easy. Pallet and wrap service was provided on the day. Collected on time and delivered with no fuss.
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